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linearization of the system equation build around given
operating conditions or operating point. The uncertainty
created in the power system due to change in operating
conditions such as fault or load switching the PI controller
gives inferior performance. To have the satisfactory
dynamic response, robust, adaptive and some nonlinear
techniques using ANN, fuzzy logic, Genetic Algorithm and
Particle Swarm Optimization techniques based on PI
controller for the STATCOM have been forwarded [10]–
[17]. Although published literatures had scarce information
about the performance of the integrator of the PI controller
[4], the new information is being explored in this research
work. The integrator of the PI controller as being unstable
system saturates and integrates to the large values; thus it
gives ambiguous/erroneous results. So a new and robust
control scheme is proposed to overcome this uncertainty by
manifesting a new signal to the integrator that minimizes the
sensitivity of the system to the changes and guarantees the
better expected result.
Apart from using the conventional STATCOM controller
based on linearized system equation [18]–[24] for improving
the angular stability different robust schemes such as H2/H ͚
[25], LMI methods [26] are also reported in literature, which
checks upon the stability of the selected signal based on
different criterion such as using joint controllabilityobservability index [26]. A selection scheme based on
eigenvalue sensitivity expressed in terms of participation
factor is presented that identifies the parameters of the wide
area measured signal available in the multimachine system
as the input to the auxiliary controller, whose output is used
as the stabilization signals to the STATCOM line voltage
controller for damping out the low frequency oscillations.
This paper proposes a novel control scheme and structure
for enhancing both the transient and angular stability with
both complete mathematical and analytical descriptions. The
effectiveness of the proposed scheme has been tested on
IEEE 12 bus system and is compared with conventional
STATCOM controller. MatLab/Simulink and PSAT
simulations are carried out for the validation of the proposed
scheme.

1Abstract—The

paper presents a systematic mathematical
approach for designing a regulator for a STATCOM connected
to a multimachine power system for improving the voltage
profile during different operation conditions. The paper
addresses the need for redefining the controller and generating
a control signal to effectively allow the STATCOM to react
with higher reactive support during dynamic disturbances. An
auxiliary wide area damping controller is also proposed to
supplement a fixed structure controller for the proposed
STATCOM to improve the angular stability of the selected
power system. The input signals for the proposed controllers
are selected from the network parameters with highest
participation factor to damp out the local modes of oscillations.
The effectiveness of the proposed scheme is tested on IEEE 12
bus system and compared with conventional STATCOM
control scheme.
Index Terms—STATCOM, PI controller,
regulation, inter area low frequency oscillation.

voltage

I. INTRODUCTION
STATCOM are used to increase the transmittable power
and with the use of this reactive shunt compensation
technique voltage regulation is achieved with the
improvement in the transient stability and damping of the
power oscillations in a given power network [1]. Many
control schemes and topologies have been reported in
literature for improving the regulation property of the
STATCOM in terms of voltage and power under different
applications either by using voltage source converter or
current source converter with the use of PI controller as
regulator for AC system voltage, the DC voltage and the
current regulator under dynamic conditions of fault and
loading. Different strategies involving PI controller as the
heart of the control scheme can be found in literature which
involves either a typical double loop PI control strategy
using fixed gain or decoupled PI controller for regulating the
voltage at PCC [2]–[9] and balancing the DC link voltage.
The conventional PI control scheme is based on
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set as combination of two SISO systems the identical d-axis
(as is q-axis) the transfer function obtained is

II. STATCOM STRUCTURE
The nonlinear STATCOM equation of the VSC based
STATCOM described in d-q reference frame [27] are given
by:

did
  Liq  vin ,
dt
diq
vq  Riq  L
  Liq  vin ,
dt
dV
3
C dc  (Sd id  Sqiq ),
dt
2

vd  Rid  L

id ( s)
1
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vd ( s) ( R  sL)

(1)

(4)

For proper synchronization the impedance has to be
represented in synchronous frame too. If ys is a general
space vector with θ = ωt, its transformation in synchronous
coordinates is

(2)
(3)

ydq  y s e j .

where id and iq are injected STATCOM currents, C is the
equivalent capacitance of the dc bus capacitors, V dc is the
voltage across the DC capacitor, R and L represent the
coupling transformer resistance and inductance, ω:
synchronous angular speed of the network voltage at the
fundamental system frequency f.
The STATCOM operation can be divided into three level
controls:

(5)

The time derivative of (5) is transformed as (notations,
derivative operation p = d/dt)
j
dy s d (e ydq )

 e j ( p  j ) y dq .
dt
dt

(6)

In the Laplace domain, the following substitution is made
as s → s + jω. This implies that the complex impedance of
an inductor in synchronous coordinates is represented as

A. First Level Control Design
This level is responsible for determining the power
exchange between the STATCOM and the power system. It
has two tier controls. The first is the frequency control
which controls the power system frequency by modulating
the active and reactive output current i.e. id and iq. The
second is the voltage control which generates the voltage
reference signal Vr set by controlling iq which is varied in
accordance to the frequency deviation, which directly
represents the power oscillation of the Power System. The
frequency signal is derived from the positive sequence
components of the ac voltage vector measured at the PCC of
the STATCOM, through a PLL. The control law is such that
when the generator accelerates, the frequency deviation
becomes positive to counter this voltage at the PCC is
forced to reduce and vice-versa control is exercised when
generator decelerates this is done by exchanging power with
the system.

Z (s)  (s  jw) L.

(7)

So the modified identical d-axis (as is q-axis) transfer
function in reference to (4) obtained is
id ( s )
1

.
vd ( s ) ( R  sL  jwL )

(8)

Now the aim is to find the synchronous coordinate
equation, for this (1) and (2) has to be modified.
(Notations x  xdq  xd  jxq , E  v dq , v  vindq ) .
L

di
 E  ( R  jwL)i  v.
dt

(9)

And the system transfer function G  s  is given by

B. Second Level Control Design
This level actually allows the power exchange between
the STATCOM and the AC system by dynamically tracking
the reference values set by the first level. This level control
design is based on a linearization of the state-space averaged
mathematical model of the STATCOM in d-q coordinates
[27].

G ( s) 

i
1

.
v
R  sL  jwL

(10)

B. Cross Coupling Cancellation
A PI current controller traces the performance for the
coupled system described by equations vd and vq. The first
step in the controller design is to cancel the cross coupling
initiated by the term jωLi (since multiplication by j maps the
d axis on q axis and vice versa). With the accurate

C. Third Level Control Design
It consists of line synchronization module that generates
the modulation index and phase by converting the voltage
vdq* to modulation index m and phase phi that defines the
switching of VSC and injects the voltage in phase with the
line voltage at PCC .The phase tracking is done by using
unit vectors generated by the PLL.

estimation of L this can be achieved. L is estimated for L.
For high performance and accuracy current tracking we
need to cancel this cross coupling. Selecting v as (9) and

estimating the value of E as E we have

III. DESIGNING THE CURRENT CONTROLLER

v   v ' E  jwLi.

A. Transfer Function of the Voltage Source Inverter
Considering the above MIMO system and using the above



If L  L and E  E , then
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i

v'
.
R  sL

dI
 .
dt
The difficulty arises once v becomes limited. In order to
avoid this, the integrator part I should not be updated with
too large error ε. For this the integrator is fed with another
error , so that =

where

(12)

With G' ( s) the decoupled system transfer function from

v ' to i we have

G '( s) 

i
1

.
v ' R  sL

v(t )  k p  (t )  ki I (t ).

(13)

(20)

Then by writing the difference v  v the error is
C. Controller Transfer Function
The designed controller has to be directly parameterized
in terms of the plant model parameters and the desired
closed loop bandwidth. For the transfer function defined by
(13) the generalized controller transfer function will be of
the type

For the decoupled controller (17) and (18) can be
expressed as

n
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vdq
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 dq   dq 

For this inner current control loop, the bandwidth α is
selected smaller than a decade below the sampling
frequency.

= , we have

v  ( Ed  j Eq )  k p ( d  j q ) 

(16)

The reference voltage is then computed by writing the
real and the imaginary part:
vd*  Ed  k p  d  ki id  wLiq ,

(17)

vq*  Eq  k p  q  ki iq  wLid ,

(18)

*
vdq
v

kp

.

(24)

IV. INTER AREA LOW FREQUENCY OSCILLATION DAMPING
The main objective of the STATCOM connected to the
IEEE 12 bus- benchmark system at bus 4 was to regulate the
voltage magnitude. But the other affected parameters of the
considered power system because of the presence of the
STATCOM are the active power flows through the
neighbouring transmission lines and the speed deviations of
the synchronous generators.
Because of the inertia constants of the generator local
frequency swings are there. For damping out these low

where id and iq determines the active and reactive power
flows.
E. Proposed Control Scheme
For large step variation of the d-current, the controller
might demand a too large voltage. Considering v as the
reference voltage, the PI controller output is expressed as
v ( t )  k p  ( t )  k i I ( t ),

(23)

The advantage of using this robust control scheme is that
from the updated output value of reference vdq, the
corresponding value of id and iq determines the active and
reactive power flow with corresponding voltage regulation
(explained in section II.A) which should be better in
comparison to conventional control scheme for the selected
bus.
The control scheme for STATCOM model developed is
tested on IEEE 12 bus benchmark system as given in Fig. 1.
From the load flow studies and dynamic stability studies
carried out in PSAT toolbox in MatLab it was observed that
the uncompensated system has low voltage at bus 4 and 5.
So shunt compensation in form of STATCOM is applied at
bus 4 which considerably improves the voltage level, as
suggested by the simulation results.

D. Decoupled Current Control
In order to establish the decoupled current control
continue with (9). We define , complex integrator state

 ki ( I d  jI q )  jwL (id  jiq ).

(22)

By writing the difference v*dq  v , the error  dq fed to
the controller is

Estimating (14) in terms of (15) the obtained PI


coefficients are k p   L and ki   R .

variable as

(21)

Now we call v , the value of v *dq after some saturation is
expressed as

where Gi(s), hence is a low pass filter with bandwidth α and
Gs(s) is the estimation of the plant and n is the order of G.
For this a PI controller is enough
Gi ( s )  k p 

vv
.
kp

(19)
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frequency oscillations, the controller has to counter the
swings of the disturbed machine.

participation of the respective state variable to the selected
mode or in other words it relates the left and the right
eigenvectors for identifying the relationship between the
states and the modes. For any given eigenvalue i of the
state matrix A, assume  i and  i to be the left and the
right eigenvectors respectively. Then the participation factor
p, for the kth element is defined as

pki  ki ik .

The participation of the generator speed deviations (ω2,
ω3, ω4) in the three oscillating modes is also shown in
Table I. It is clear that the participation of ω3 and ω4 in
first mode oscillating at frequency 0.792 Hz is low. While
the participation of ω2 in other two modes oscillating at
the frequency of 1.183 Hz and 0.708 Hz respectively is
relatively low in comparison to ω3 and ω4.
It can be attributed that generator 2 considerably being in
the vicinity of the infinite bus has sufficient damping
whereas damping is required for the other modes. Hence the
respective speed deviations of generator 3 and 4 are selected
as the obvious choice for selection of manipulating signal
for the generation of the auxiliary signals.

Fig. 1. IEEE 12 bus benchmark system.

A. Signal Selection from Wide Area Control
A simplified linearized method, dependent on the
operating condition of the power system, is applied for
introducing auxiliary signals to the STATCOM controller
for improving the transient and dynamic behaviours of the
power system, by controlling the network parameters in its
neighbourhood. The state space representation of the power
system can be expressed as

B. External Controller Design for Damping Low
Frequency Oscillation and Complete Control Scheme
The objective is to provide a robust frequency control
scheme to effectively damp out the generator’s low
frequency oscillation. Upon the identification of power
system parameter (ω3 and ω4) which actively participate
in the system mode oscillating at some frequency owing to
the presence of synchronous generator in the multimachine
network, a differential filter is synthesized in conjunction
with the fixed structure controller for a desired gain and
phase characteristics of the frequency stabilizer for
generating a new voltage reference control signal Vr*
proportional to the selected feedback parameter. This added
signal causes the iq* to vary around the operating point
defined by Vr*.
A differential filter structure for a multimachine power
system is to be synthesized that covers the interplant/local
mode of oscillation (frequency range of 0.7 Hz to 2.0 Hz)
and interarea mode of oscillation (frequency range of 0.1 Hz
to 0.7 Hz respectively. The power system oscillations are
damped out by rapidly exchanging active power with the
utility system i.e. by controlling the output direct current id.
Thus the reference of the STATCOM output current, id*, is
directly derived from the frequency signal f derived from
the positive sequence components of the ac voltage vector
measured at the PCC of the STATCOM, through a phase
locked loop (PLL). For this a band pass filter is used where
tuning of the intermediate band filter is done at 0.7 Hz and
high pass filter is tuned at 7 Hz which provides zero gain at
high frequency and phase leading up to the resonant
frequency. The resulting compensator controllers are
combined to obtain frequency stabilizer with an adequate
phase characteristic for all small frequency deviation modes.
The resulting stabilizer signal is then passed through a final
limiter for setting the reference id*. The complete proposed
control scheme is shown in Fig. 2.

.

 x (t)  Ax(t)  Bu(t),

(25)

y (t )  C x(t )  Du (t ),

(26)

(27)

where x(t ) and y(t ) are the state and output vector of
dimension n and m respectively, A is the state matrix of
dimension n  n.
The eigenvalue analysis of the system shows that there
are three modes of oscillations oscillating at different
frequency owing to the presence of three synchronous
generators as shown in Table I.
TABLE I. CRITICAL MODES OF OSCILLATION OF IEEE 12 BUS
SYSTEM.
System
Damping Frequency
Participation Factor
modes
(%)
(Hz)
ω2
ω3
ω4
-0.19 ±
3.81
0.792
0.459
0.0002 0.0021
4.982
-0.318 ±
4.27
1.183
0.0049
0.426
0.0451
j7.436
-0.143 ±
3.21
0.708
0.016
0.0978
0.311
j4.449

For the purpose of stabilizing the oscillations any of the
available measured signals such as frequency and speed
deviations of the generators, bus voltage, bus angle, line
current, line active, and reactive power can be used as
feedback signal. But in this paper only the speed deviation
of the generator has been taken as input signal to the
controller which helps in generating a new voltage reference
control signal.
But among the available input signals, a selection has to
be made so that the selected signal should have better
damping to the critical modes of oscillation and should not
affect the other modes. For this the participation factor has
been used as an index for the selection of the stabilization
signal. The participation factor helps to relate the
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Fig. 2. Complete proposed control scheme.

conditions.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The system considered is a standard IEEE 12 bus
benchmark power system. After completing load flow study
for the selected network bus 4 has the lowest bus voltage of
0.95 p.u. The STATCOM is connected to bus 4 for the
purpose of improving the voltage stability and to control the
voltage and the active reactive power flow during the
dynamic disturbances.

B. Dynamic Response of the Controller for Power
Oscillation Damping
For the selected system of IEEE 12 bus benchmark
system first the power flow analysis was carried out, it was
found that there are three local oscillation modes
corresponding to generators 3 and 4 as shown in Table I.
Hence the selected power system does have inter area modes
of oscillations but participation of generator 3 is more
predominant hence a local stabilizer can’t be installed for
damping the existing oscillations. The fact that STATCOM
can also be used to damp out the oscillation by controlling iq
as explained earlier. The performance is compared when the
system is there with conventional PI control scheme,
STATCOM with proposed PI regulator and STATCOM
with proposed PI regulator and auxiliary controller. The
disturbance occurring in the power system causes
electromechanical oscillations of the generator which have
effect on the rest of the electric system. To maintain the
system stability these oscillations have to be damped out.
During disturbances the input mechanical energy appears as
an increase in the kinetic energy of the system with the
consequent increase in the speed of the unit. Because of the
low resistive nature of the line the oscillations persists for a
long time. The low frequency power swings influences the
system frequency along with the rotor angle deviation the
torque supplied by the machine and also the voltage profile
of the bus. The simulations are carried out using the power
flow analysis result that the midpoint voltage without
STATCOM is 0.95 and the same is set as steady state value.
The generator delivers 0.9 p.u. power to the system. The
simulation results are shown in Fig. 4.

A. Large Signal Disturbance: 3 Phase Fault Between Bus
4 and 5 and Load Variation at Bus 4
The Simulations are carried out to validate that the
effectiveness of the proposed regulator described in section
three against STATCOM with conventional PI control
scheme. In order to analyse system performance and
reactive power support under critical conditions, a general 3
phase to ground fault is applied to the middle of the parallel
transmission line 3-4 connecting the STATCOM to the
generator at t = 0.4 s for 100 ms (6 cycles) and the bus is
loaded with switch capacitive and inductive load form t =
1.15 to 1.55 with a span switching of point twenty. The
STATCOM operates in the reactive current reference
control mode. Figure 3(a), shows the reactive current
tracking. The good performance of the voltage regulation at
the PCC of the STATCOM is evidently depicted, Fig. 3(d),
by the compensators ability to inject or withdraw reactive
power, Fig 3(c), into the network in response to the active
oscillation in active power viz. load angle Fig 3(b). During
the time when the transmission line active power (load
angle) is increasing, reactive power injection into the
network causes an increase in PCC voltage which opposes
the change in active power. The power compensation
depends upon the severity of the fault and loading
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Fig. 3. Case-I (a) reference current tracking (b) active power oscillation (c) injected reactive power (d) voltage at PCC.

Fig. 4. Case-II (a) rotor angle variation (b) frequency (c) voltage profile.

VI. CONCLUSION
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